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Broad patterns or models have long been sought by the intellectual conrru.rnity
to synthesize the seemingly random and chaotic universe into basic principles,
laws or rules of nature. Homo Sapiens first perceptions of magical and spiritual
systems beyond his grasp relunctantly and incompletely gave \47ay to the early
synthesis of earth, fire, air and water as being basic elements from which every-
thing else derived including the gods.

Concepts such as the atomic particle and the ether medium were thought of
and thought about until science was born to prove and disprove these ideas.
Ort ofrand in spite of sciencerthe theory of evolution slowly evol-ved through
the natural selection of ideas. ' Now it stands as perhaps the broadest Pattern
or phenomenon of nature yet discovered.

Professor Kenneth E.Boulding of the University of Colorado has recently
del-ivered a lecture series on evolution in the total dynamic process, in which
the concepts of evol-ution are applied to the material-artifactual- system and
the social-artifactual systems of man. My role in this presentation was to
provide a slide show to accompany and emphasize certain points. During this
work, I found a great deal- of conceptual material appl-icable to my own work as
an artist.

In the never ending search for yet another broad model \,rith hthich Lo fit
together the loose pieces of the universe, Professor Boulding has suggested that
there are three basic elements which produce the phenomena of change or evolution.
These are energy, materials and information. Theserat least, are the ingredients
for life, and where there is life, there is genetic coding, mutation and change.
It is even conceivable that inorganic matLer may have some form of genetic code.
It is thought that elements evol-ve from simpler to more complex forms through
billions of generations of atomic reactions within stars. Astro-phy{i:oists call
this rrstellar evolutionfr rather than stellar growth because there exists a changing
atomic environment which he1-ps select adaptive rutations of atomic structure.
At the most basic level energy, material-s and inforrnation might be charge, particle
and gravitational fiel-d. The recent discovery of a new property of matter called
"charm" may lead to Ebe genetS.e atruetttre af mabEer.

Life (that arbitrary word for a certain level of complexity in the ability
of matter to duplicate its own structure), is quite clearly a product of energy,
materials and information. The simplest single ce1led alga uses solar energx
in the ordering of materials which are directed by information in the form of
genetic structure. Complex forms of life have more complicated energy chains,
but they eventually lead back to solar energy. Our food is energy and material
combined. Our energy and material intake is organized and distributed by organs
developed by our genetic structure - inherited information.

In social systems, the energy and material chains are nnrch more complicated,
but the do exist. Rather than talk about. land, labor and capital as the elements
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of production in economics, one should regard energy, materials and information.
Energy is money, maLerial is steel, plastic, coal or what have you and
information is management and labor. Government is also energy, materials
and information (of a highly rnrtable variety). Public opinion and vote is
information. GovernmenL services are material. Tax dollars are energy.

Over simplification is, of course, a danger. If everything is analogous
to EMI (Energy, Material and Information), then everEhing is analogous to
everthing else, which simply cannot be true, nor would it be useful. This is
perhaps the point to introduce the EMI concept into art.

In art, the concept itusefultt is an anomoly. Consequently, I can exploit the
EMI principle to absurd limits \^rithout fear of academic ridicule (indeed, the
preceding essay on Kenneth Bouldingrs material is my art in misrepresentation.)
Ilowever, I do not intend to push the limits of absurdity at all.

Energy, materials and information are three elements which find fair analogy
in all my works of the past. In fact, I have made use of each of these terms
in descriptions of my own work as have scores of conLemporary artists. Materials
and information have been key words among the Avante Garde. The word energy
however, is not in vogue perhaps because of itrs predominant use among hippies,
mystics, etc. Now with the energy crisis, I am afraid it has bad meaning
from cross sectors of society and may not come into vogue until clean energy
is found.

My proposal is to view energy, materials and information in terms of esLhetic
production and to produce a series oftrpiecesrr within a climate of ecological
avTareness. I am interested in traces of directed energy and materials, as is
indicated by the supporting material I have submitted.

This model of production involves identifying particularly interesting,
subtle or startling phenornena of nature. These are regarded as energy and
material of EMI (see phenomena listings submitted). An example of an ttEtt phenomenon
is lightning. The second element of production are materials which are affected
by the rrE'r phenomena. These are materials of EMI seperate from trEtt. An example
of rrMrr affected by lightning is sand. Lightning strikes it and turns it to
glass forming r^rhat are called fulgerites. Most important Eo this model is
information. An intervention in an ttEMtt system is information. Hence, when I
establish the conditions for lightning to travel a determined path through sand,
the fulgerite produced by an inevitable lightning strike is of my design - a
synthetic fulgerite. This artifact is a trace of an esthetic precept which calls
on existing energy and material to be transformed only by information.

It is also proposed thaL the works performed be documented by photographs
which could then be presented in exhibition with models as will be done at the
Denver Art Museum in september 1975, with previous works. In addition the
photographs would be reproduced with descriptive text as supplements to rrProjects'l
a collection of my work for public distribution.
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PHENOMENA PROPOSED AS POSSIBLE SUBJECTS FOR EMI MODEL

CONTRAILS ..Trails of water vapor are formed when the
heat of an aircraft engine passes through
cold upper air. These are then shaped
by air currents and a variety of wheather
conditions.

SNOW SHADOWS....... ..I'Ihen an object interferes with the path of
falling snow to the ground, a snovl shadow
is formed. If the object is removed and it
is still snowing the original snow shadow
is still represented and remains as a trace
until all the snow is melted.

RAIN SHADOWS. . . . .These are similar to snow shadows but the
mat,erial is in a different state. A shorter
trace life is characteristic of rain shadows.

FARMIFACT (FIELD VARIETY) ..Stones below the surface of plowed fields
receive scratches and gouges from the blades of
the plow. These traces can be read to re-
construct the p1-ow pattern of a field through
time. Espeeially interesting are fields
containing quantities of slate where the flat
surfaces are worked over the years.

FOOT PATHS (HUl'lAN VARIETY) .l,ines are worn through the biol-ogical cover
by an intriguing economy of movement by
humans, directed by obstacles, vol-ume of
traffic and sometimes ingenuity.

FOOT PATHS (AI{I}.,IAL VARIETY) . . . ..Lines are worn into the biological- cover
and slopes are often terraced by the movement
of animal-s covering famil-iar food routes.

ALLUVIAI ARTIFACTS ....River rocks found on the planes are traces
of preexisting geological formations which
have eroded away. There are many kinds of
rocks each matching some existing portion
of the old formations.

FINGER NAILS .....The 9/L6t' portion of finger nail on each
finger at any one time is representative
of about four and one half months of life.
Of interest is irregularities of growth, ridges,
pits and white marks.
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CONCEPTUAI VACUUM..... ....Idhen a crowd stands outside closed theater
doors there is a conceptual- pressure built
up by the crowd as each person thinks
about how he would like to be inside.
When the doors are opened, the absence,
or conceptual vacuum inside appears to
physically suck the crowd through the door
causing material flow, higher density
and friction at the door.

These phenomena are submitted as possible subjects for the proposed
activity. They are not limited to frnaturaltr phenomena in the ordinary sense,
but are considered natural- in as rmrch as man and his artifacts are his natural
environment.

A secondary model- which might be applied to any of the above phenomena is
what I call- the prediction model. This involves no active intervention of
information into the EM sygtem. It requires on1-y the awareness of existing
EMI systems. For exampl-e: a section of sky would be photographed and a prediction
of a contrail pattern would be outlined (double exposed) onto the sky photograph.
The prediction might be based on Lhe probabil-ity of a new air route to be
created because of I p1-ausible economic devel-opment such as large scale coal
mining in the northerm, plains. The pattern predicted might also take into con-
sideration a specific wheather condition which would affect the shaping of the
contrail-. The variations on a theme are Limited only by a selective imagination.
The product is both visual- and conceptual, linking the tHo most important el-ements
of art.

I hope you will give careful consideration to these proposals. Some are of
a more personal nature which may not cormrnrnicate well to a broad audience, but
for the most part I a.m inclined toward projects which are descriptive of
phenomena we take for granted. It is important to apply thought and energy to
dail-y living and perceiving. I hope I have conveyed a sense of enthusiasm for
real- material-s and situations beyond the confining contexts of academic discipline,
yet, I am discipl-ined by the structures of an open mind.

Respectfull-y submitted,

Mark Boulding


